
THE INVASION OF THE ART WORKS OF THE FRENCH URBAN ARTIST

INVADER

Invader, is a French urban artist. He is known for his ceramic tile mosaics modeled on the pixelated art of To accompany
his citywide installations, or " Invasions," Invader publishes books and maps as guides to the locations of his mosaics.
Paris remains a primary location for the artist's work; in June , Invader.

Read more about our Classic Paris Tours here. With text by Invader in French with English translation. The
mosaics are mapped, catalogued and photographed to indicate their locations within a city; [16] using this
data, the artist then prints and distributes city "invasion maps". Text in French and English. My art has more
visitors in the subways of New York than the Louvre. Widely known to the public regardless of his hidden
identity, Invader puts up iconic installations in cities around the world based on popular 8-bit video games
from the s and 80s. Rubikcubism[ edit ] Since , Invader has also created a series of works, typically for indoor
display, exclusively using Rubik's Cubes a style the artist calls "Rubikcubism," a play on the Cubist art
movement of the early 20th century. So for example the very little mosaics, they are only 10 points, the larger
50 points and the harder to find ones worth points. Advertisement Invader at Over the Influence gallery as
installation of his solo exhibition, "Into the White Cube," is underway. Her interests lie in social and cultural
aspects of contemporary art production and she especially enjoys writing about street and urban art. His
unique pixelated mosaics inspired by the iconic Space Invaders arcade game can be seen all across the globe.
See complete history and trend analysis for the piece! If in daylight, he might dress as someone indigenous to
the environment, like a construction worker in a crowded urban area. There are even two mosaics in Australia.
Paris has 1, because it's the city where he started, but there are also in New York. The game's not very trendy
anymore and arcade and computer games have become much more sophisticated but Invader was sad when he
was playing this game because he was thinking of all those little aliens and invaders stuck in the screen of the
computer, so he decided to secretly free them all in Paris. I chose Invader as my pseudonym and I always
appear behind a mask. The invasion quickly spread across 31 other cities across France and since then, a total
of 60 cities in 33 different countries have been invaded by his artwork. Over the Influence gallery. An
anonymous French street artist with a penchant for pixels, he calls himself Invader and his work is on corners
and walls in 30 countries worldwide. Each "invasion" usually takes around two or three weeks, [3] [5] with the
actual installations taking at least a week. Even national monuments like the Opera Garnier of Paris have an
artwork it's around the back of the building. So why bother? He tilts his head to the side, mock-twirling the
ends of his fake handlebar mustache. Invader is clearly tall and slim, nearing 50, with thin lips and narrow
cheeks that are peppered with graying stubble. You take a photo, upload it and get points for each mosaic you
find around Paris and around the world. Once, he contacted a fan on Instagram to help him execute a Tokyo
invasion. Both episodes highlight a tension that, though lately subdued, nevertheless persists.


